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	Discover how to design, develop, and maintain your database application effectively with PostgreSQL


	About This Book

	
		Understand how to utilize the most frequently used PostgreSQL ecosystem-related tools and technologies
	
		A hands-on guide focused primarily on providing a practical approach to learning about architecture and design considerations for database architects
	
		The book covers PostgreSQL from a data architect's perspective – covering topics from installation from source to designing tables using SQL Power Architect, as well as deciding replication and failover strategies.



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is for developers and data architects who have some exposure to databases. It is assumed that you understand the basic concepts of tables and common database objects, including privileges and security.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Compile PostgreSQL from source and understand the PostgreSQL architecture
	
		Configure parameters and change default settings for a PostgreSQL server
	
		Leverage the logging mechanism to identify errors and suboptimal queries
	
		Use replication to scale horizontally
	
		Set up backup and recovery processes
	
		Tweak parameters to optimize queries and processes
	
		Troubleshoot connection errors
	
		Use indexes and rewrite queries to improve performance
	
		Install and use PostgreSQL extensions
	
		Learn how to leverage the command-line client (psql)



	In Detail


	PostgreSQL is an incredibly flexible and dependable open source relational database. Harnessing its power will make your applications more reliable and extensible without increasing costs. Using PostgreSQL's advanced features will save you work and increase performance, once you've discovered how to set it up.


	PostgreSQL for Data Architects will teach you everything you need to learn in order to get a scalable and optimized PostgreSQL server up and running.


	The book starts with basic concepts like installing PostgreSQL from source and covers theoretical aspects such as concurrency and transaction management. After this, you'll learn how to set up replication, use load balancing to scale horizontally, and troubleshoot errors.


	Finally, you will get acquainted with useful tools available in the PostgreSQL ecosystem used for analyzing PostgreSQL logs, setting up load balancing, and recovery.
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Cost Containment and Efficiency in National Health Systems: A Global Comparison (Health Care and Disease Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Written by a local health economics expert, each of the eight chapters in this timely handbook and ready reference describes the national healthcare system of a different industrialized country. In each case, the 4-5 specific policies with the highest impact on that respective country over the past 20-30 years are identified. In addition, the...
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Trust, Institutions and Managing Entrepreneurial Relationships in Africa: An SME Perspective (Palgrave Studies of Entrepreneurship in Africa)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book highlights the importance of understanding how trust and indigenous African cultural institutions enhance the development of entrepreneurial networks and relationships in Africa. Drawing on institutional theories, the author re-examines the way that entrepreneurial behaviour can be shaped, with a focus on trust, networks...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Administration Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Conquer Microsoft SharePoint 2013 administration—from the inside out!


	Dive into SharePoint 2013 administration—and really put your systems expertise to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds. Discover how the experts deploy,...
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Introduction to Probability and Statistics from a Bayesian Viewpoint, Part 2, InferenceCambridge University Press, 1980

	The two parts of this book treat probability and statistics as mathematical disciplines and with the same degree of rigour as is adopted for other branches of applied mathematics at the level of a British honours degree. They contain the minimum information about these subjects that any honours graduate in mathematics ought to know. They are...
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Burp Suite Cookbook: Practical recipes to help you master web penetration testing with Burp SuitePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get hands-on experience of using Burp Suite to execute attacks and perform web assessments

	
		Key Features

		
			Use tools in Burp Suite to meet your web infrastructure security demands
	
			Configure Burp to fine-tune the suite of tools specific to the target
	
			Use Burp...
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Database Benchmarking and Stress Testing: An Evidence-Based Approach to Decisions on Architecture and TechnologyApress, 2018

	
		Provide evidence-based answers that can be measured and relied upon by your business. Database administrators will be able to make sound architectural decisions in a fast-changing landscape of virtualized servers and container-based solutions based on the empirical method presented in this book for answering “what if”...
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